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Assembly candidates offer diverse ideas for 33rd district
Tom Bordonaro
Betty Sanders
E h cH o n "96.
By Anne Thomas

Doily Staff Writer

By Leslie Miyamoto

Election '96 profiles candidates and issues which

are important to students. Watch for continuing
Incumbent Tom Bordonaro offers experience
coverage up to election day, Nov. 5.
as proof that he should be re-elected to the 33rd
Today, we focus on
District California State Assembly seat.
Bordonaro has served in the state assembly
State Assembly, 33rd District
since Dec. 5, 1995. He is a Republican who
names job creation, economic improvement, wel
During his term in the assembly. Bordonaro
fare and education reform, and greater public safety
as his main goals for the state.
served as the Assistant Republican Whip and was a
Bordonaro described himself as pro-life, pro-sec member of the Higher Education Committee.
ond amendment (the right to bear arms) and pro
He said he has fought to keep California State
business. He has also been called “fiscally conserva University fees from going up.
tive,” as he promotes tax cuts and the downsizing of
Bordonaro supports Proposition 209 which
government.
See BORDONARO page 2
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Doily Staff Writer
Democratic candidate Betty
Sanders is gearing up for Nov. 5
when she faces off with incum
bent Tom Bordonaro for the 33rd
district State Assembly seat.
Sanders, 62, claimed the only
reason she is running is because
she
has
not
approved
of
Bordonaro’s choices while holding
office. As a result, she has taken
his choices personally and taken
matters into her own hands.

“I f he were a moderate person,
if he voted in a manner within the
realm of moderation and logic, I
would not run,” she said. “It’s his
voting record I am running
against. I don’t think he has voted
well. I think he has done stupid
things. I don’t want him to do it
anymore. So, if I can’t make him
stop, and he is not going to stop,
then 1 have to take him out of
there,” she said.
Sanders also said she is run
ning because, as a mother of nine
children, she needs to be a role
model so her children can believe
in the power of politics.
See SANDERS page 8

Katherine R. Baker
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By Anne Thomas

Doily Staff Writer
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Katherine R. Baker o f the
California Natural Law Party is
challenging a Republican incum
bent for the 33rd District
California State Assembly seat.
Baker, co-owner of an electri
cal contracting company in
Atascadero, advocates downsizing
military programs and rechannel
ing them into border patrol and
other agencies to control illegal
immigration.
The mother of two supports
Proposition 209, which would
eliminate affirmative action with
in the state, hut is undecided
about Proposition 215 which
would legalize marijuana for
medicinal purposes if passed.
She promotes keeping abor
tion legal, but she said she does

not feel abortions should be paid
for by state money, except for in
extreme cases such as rape or
incest.
Baker also wants to use
statewide stress-reduction pro
grams to fight crime. These pro
grams would utilize transcenden
tal meditation techniques. She
said these programs are more
important
than
toughening
penalties for criminals.
Baker said that she is in favor
of the death penalty, hut thinks
that it is used too frequently. She
also opposes recent attempts to
expand capital punishment to
more crimes.
Baker said that she is in favor
of financial aid .so that .students
pay for their college tuition.
“Everyone who graduates from
See BAKER page 8

Gary Kirkland
By LesRe Miyamoto

Doily Staff Writer
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Ata.scadero resident Gary
Kirkland, the Libertarian candi
date for state assembly, said he is
running for the 33rd district .seat
with the belief that government
should he reduced and people
should gain control over their
lives.
A 20-year resident, Kirkland
said he worries about the impact
big government is making. He
blamed the government for the
rising costs of education and said
privatization of colleges would be
a solution.
He said corporations and busi
nesses should give money volun
tarily to schools through private
donations.
“I propose private companies
take over,” said the school teacher
of the independent studies pro
gram for the Templeton School
District.

He said this concept would
prove successful not only with
education, but al.so for many other
government-run programs.
“Any government program
should be funded voluntarily,” he
.said. “People should give money if
they support these programs.”
He .said this will make govern
ment more productive, faster and
more efficient.
“People will make sure their
money is being spent wisely,” he
added.
Kirkland is not a supporter of
affirmative action. He said the
program causes people to view
others in the wrong way.
“We should never judge people
by groups. Affirm ative action
treats people as if they’re a
group,” he said.
Also, Kirkland does not sup
port raising the minimum wage.
He said he believes it is ba.sed on
the government deciding how
See KIRKLAND page 9
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30 days left in fall quarter
Today's Weather; you're walking on sunshine
Tomorrow's Weather; partly cloudy with a slight chance of rain
Today's high/tow ; 7 0 /3 5 Tomorrow's high/low ; 6 8 /4 7

TODAY
A Computer Animation Show sponsored by the Association of
Directors, Artists, Producers & Technicians w ill be shown at the
City/County Library at 7 p.m. Admission is $1 for students, $2 for
others. For more information call 547*9495.

UPCOMING
The County Clerk*Recorder w ill accept applications for absentee
ballots for the Nov. 5 election through Oct.29. To request an
absentee ballot after the deadline one must go to the election office
or submit a written reason why they are unable to go to the polls.
For more information call 781-5228.
KCPR 91.3 FM presents Cal Poly President W arren Baker's state of
the university address Tuesday, Oct. 29 at 6 p.m. It w ill begin with
Baker's address, followed by a question and answer session from
KCPR Programming Director David Welch.
A SI Films w ill present Tim Burton's 'The Nightmare Before
Christmas" on Wednesday, Oct. 30 at 9 p.m. in Chumosh
Auditorium for $1. For information call 756-1112.
Agenda Items; c /o Sandra Naughton
Graphic Arts, 2 26 Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo, CA 9 3 4 0 7
Advertising; 7 5 6 -1 1 4 3
Editorial: 7 5 6 -1 7 9 6
Fax; 7 5 6 -6 7 8 4
Please submit information at least three days prior to the event!
Due to excessive demand, not all items submitted to Agenda will be
printed. To guarantee publication, an advertisement must be purchased.

BORDONARO: Supported by Deputy Sheriffs
From page 1

would end affirmative action, but
is opposed to Proposition 215
which would legalize medicinal
marijuana.
He also promotes stronger reg
ulation of illegal immigration.
“I draw a very distinct line
between legal and illegal immi
gration,” he said. “ I think illegal
immigrants should be prosecuted
to the fullest extent of the law.”
Last month, Bordonaro was
endorsed by retired Lt. Col. Oliver
North at a fund-raising rally in
Avila Beach. Bordonaro was also
recently endorsed by the San Luis
Obispo County Deputy SheriflTs
A.s.sociation. The association said
that it supports Bordonaro
because of his strong belief in
favor of the death penalty and his
backing of the “three strikes” law
for repeat offenders.
The
Deputy
S heriff’s
Association also said that it sup
ports Bordonaro’s belief that
criminals should be held responsi
ble for a portion of their incarcer
ation costs and should provide
re.stitution to crime victims.
Bordonaro graduated from Cal
Poly in 1983 with a degree in agri
cultural management. He went on
to get his masters degree in agri
cultural economics at University
of California, Davis. He worked in
ranching and construction before
entering politics.
Katherine R. Baker of the
California Natural Law Party is
challenging Bordonaro.
Baker is a private business
owner in Atascadero. She sup
ports proposition 209 but is unde
cided about proposition 215. She
promotes keeping abortion legal,
but she said she does not feel
abortions should be paid for by

state money, except for in extreme
cases such as rape or incest.
Baker advocates downsizing
military programs and rechannel
ing them into border patrol and
other agencies to control illegal
immigration. She also wants to
use statewide stress-reduction
programs to fight crime. These
programs would utilize transcen
dental meditation techniques.
She said these programs are more
important than toughening penal
ties for criminals.
Baker said that she is in favor
of the death penalty, but thinks
that it is used too frequently. She
opposes recent attempts to
expand capital punishment to
more crimes.
Baker said that .she is in favor
of helping students pay their col
lege tuition.
“Everyone who graduates from
high school and wants to go to col
lege should be able to,” she said,
“but they have got to pay back the
money.”
Baker also wants to restruc
ture lower-level education by
making the school year longer
and adding more subjects to the
high school curriculum.
Baker
strongly
opposes
nuclear development, and wants
to allocate funding to research
alternative forms of energy. She
also wants to prevent chemical
usage in farming, including the
use of pesticides and hormones.
Baker describes her party’s
tactics as “ preventive govern
ment.”
“We want to prevent problems
before they arrive at crisis propor
tions,” she said.

Two new Southern California wildfires
break out, body found in burned car
Assodoted Press
SAN BERNARDINO — 'Two new wildfires erupt
ed Sunday, killing one person and chasing residents
from homes in the latest in a series of blazes that
have destroyed more than 100 homes.
Nearly 40,000 acres were turned to ash in the
week-old series of wind-driven Southern California
fires.
The new fires about 60 miles east of Los Angeles
crackled through brush in San Bernardino and
Riverside counties. The San Bernardino blaze start
ed about midnight; Riverside County’s fire in
Rubidoux was reported about 4 a.m., some 15 miles
to the southeast.
One person was found dead inside a burning
vehicle that was blamed for igniting the Rubidoux
fire. The victim apparently was trapped in the car,
said U.S. Forest Service spokesman Vance Persing.
Further details were not immediately available.
Elsewhere in Southern California, firefighters
kept watch for flareups in previously burned areas
as gusty winds reaching 35 mph whipped through
the region.
In San Bernardino, an evacuation order was
given for neighborhoods closest to the 600-acre fire.
An undetermined number of residents left their
homes, said Lenore Will, a U.S. Forest Service
spokeswoman.
Fire officials believe the blaze was started by a
campfire that got out of control.
The flames burned within about a quarter of a
mile of the homes before the winds died down and by
daybreak, helicopters were dousing the flames with
water.
Firefighters also got a break when shifting winds
pushed the fire into a small canyon, away from the
houses.
“ It’s looking a lot better and they’ve got aircraft
on it, so that helped a lot. The wind’s eased up quite
a bit,” she said.
Firefighters remained in defensive positions in
residential neighborhoods.
“Any fire in that area would threaten those
homes, but it’s not making a run on them,” said Will.
State Highway 18 was been closed because of the
fire, said California Highway Patrol officer Dale
Clark.
The Rubidoux fire scorched about 175 acres of
low scrub and grass just north of Interstate 60
before being contained about noon, said Elaine
Briggs, a spokeswoman for the U.S. Forest Service.
The freeway remained open.
Weather forecasts for Southern California called
for continued gusty winds with a chance of thunder
storms. 'Temperatures were mostly in the 60s.
A brief storm on Saturday helped firefighters
tame three fires, including an arson blaze in Ventura

that was boring down on a residential neighborhood.
Rain also helped tame a blaze in Torrey Pines
State Reserve and the 14,720-acre Otay Mountain
fire, both near San Diego.
In Northern California, a wildfire in the scenic
Big Sur region continued to burn out of control. The
4,400-acre blaze in Los Padres National Forest was
only 35 percent contained.
In Malibu, about 30 miles to the south, firefight
ers had a 13,010-acre fire 95 percent contained and
were projecting full containment by 6 p.m. That
blaze destroyed six houses and two mobile homes.
Near the U.S.-Mexico border, the 14,720-acre
Otay Mountains fire was 100 percent contained.
Firefighters expected the fire to be controlled by 6
p.m. Monday, said Audrey Hagen, a spokeswoman
for the California Department of Forestry.
A Glendale firefighter burned in the Malibu fire
when flames engulfed his fire truck remained in crit
ical condition at Sherman Oaks Hospital.
William Jensen, 52, was the most seriously
injured of six firefighters overtaken by flames
'Tuesday.

Crews keep Big Sur
fire from advancing
Associated Press
BIG SUR — A wildfire in the rugged Los
Padres National Forest failed to advance Sunday,
and remained 35 percent contained.
Fire spokesman Paul John.son said crews spent
most the day dousing smoldering “hot spots” with
in the 4,400 acres already charred by blaze, which
broke out Oct. 18.
There was still no prediction for full contain
ment, Johnson said.
Crews have captured the southern end of the
blaze closest to residents, and remained working
on the northern end, toward the wilderness.
Much of the Ventana Wilderness remained offlimits to hikers, and the Pfeiffer-Big Sur and
Andrew Molerà state parks also were closed.
Roughly 2,700 firefighters were working the
fire, and crews remained in place to protect the Big
Sur Lodge and a number of other structures in the
area.
The blaze has cost roughly $6.4 million to fight,
with the figure expected to reach $9.8 million.
Five firefighters have reported relatively minor
injuries, ranging from a twisted knee to a head
injury. The only structure damaged was a travel
trailer destroyed by flames on the first day of the
fire.
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Professor speaks of Islam Feinstein urges women to voice their vote
faith, Muslim stereotypes
By Rachel Brady

Daily Staff Writer

By Jaime Borasi

Daily StoH Writer
In an attempt to dispel mis
conceptions, a Cal Poly professor
discussed the Islam faith in the
University Union Thursday.
Aeronautical
engineering
Professor Dr. Faysal Kolkailah
presented
“What
Everyone
Should Know about Islam and
Muslims” as part of the
Multicultural Center’s weekly
“Culture Talk.”
Kolkailah said as a Muslim,
he feels he holds an obligation to
introduce the religion of Islam to
the community.
“I find people in America are
ignorant about Islam,” he said.
One of the instances that con
tributed to Kolkailah’s belief
that Americans have a lack of
education
about foreigners,
occurred when a colleague asked
him where he is from because of
his heavy accent. He said that he
was from Egypt, and the col
league remarked that South
America is an interesting place.
Kolkailah took offense, since
Egypt is nowhere near South
America.
Kolkailah also sought to clear
up any misinformation that
exists about Muslims. He said he
thinks that people portray
Muslims as those who follow the
faith of Islam as violent antiChristians. He put the stereo
type into perspective by compar
ing Muslims to Christians. He
said stereotypes only surface

when members of a certain faith
commit crimes.
“You cannot judge Islam by a
bad Muslim just like you cannot
judge Christianity by a bad
Christian,” he said.
Kolkailah explained that
Islam and Christianity resemble
each other in many ways. He
mentioned that Muslims believe
in God, angels, afterlife, original
scriptures (the Koran), the mes
sengers of God and Divine
Decree. He reiterated that it
would be against Muslim faith to
slander the Christian belief sys
tem.
The oppression of Muslim
women is a stereotype that
Kolkailah wants to abolish. He
labeled the notion as another
misunderstanding of the Muslim
lifestyle.
“The rights of women are the
same in Islam as in any other
religion,” he said. Kolkailah said
that the (Koran) does not
encourage the oppression of
women in any form.
“My wife drives her car, has a
job, the money that she earns is
hers to spend, I am the support
er of the family. The money I
make
goes
toward
family
expenses, not hers,” he said.
He also discussed where the
origination of Islam came from.
“The faith’s name stems from
peace, protection, submission
and fullness,” he said.
Kolkailah related the process
of building a house with the
See TALK page 9

Amidst plastic grapes, vintage
chandeliers and pink tablecloths
stood a California senator and
more than 200 excited guests.

Daily photo by Michael Toews

Sen. Dianne Feinstein spoke
at a luncheon on Thursday at the
Madonna Inn, sponsored by the
Central Coast Women’s Political
Action Committee (CCWPC).
She spoke about a woman’s
active role in politics, against
proposition 209 and in support of
local candidates the CCWPC is
endorsing for the Nov. 5 election.
After Sen. Jack O’Connell
introduced her, she began by com
mending the work that the
CCWPC has done.
“This committee is one of the
most respected, not only in

California but all over America,”
Feinstein said.
The CCWPC is a nonpartisan
organization dedicated to achiev
ing equal representation of prochoice women in elective office.
They formed in March of 1995
and have more than 200 members
on the Central Coast.
They are endorsing local can
didates and taking a firm stance
against Proposition 209, which
would
eliminate
affirmative
action programs in the state.
Member Sandi Ford spoke
before Feinstein, urging all in
attendance to vote against the
proposition and to get others to do
the same.
“This proposition is about
going backward 32 years,” Ford
said. “Discrimination is not a
thing of the past.”
Feinstein
supported
this
stance with some optimistic
words about the proposition’s
fate.
“It is my very deep belief that
we can beat 209,” she said.
“Affirmative action is caring that
people can get to the starting line
as equals and compete equally.”
She also said the passing of
the proposition could result in a
recurrence of old days when
heads of companies would pub
licly announce and act upon the
practice of not hiring women.
“I f that kind of thinking was
implemented in the voters’ minds,
you wouldn’t have two female
California senators,” Feinstein
said.
The majority of her speech
was based on her encouragement
of a woman’s involvement in poli
tics.

“The presence of women has
dramatically changed the politi
cal landscape in this country for
ever,” Feinstein stated. “Today,
the woman is looked at as the
CEO of her home. When I first
ran in 1969, that never would
have happened.”
She cited huge incre‘i.ses in the
number of women in government
positions such as seats in the U.S.
Congress. She also urged all
women present to go out and vote.
“There are about seven million
more women than men voting in
the United Sates,” she said.
“Clearly, the woman’s vote makes
a huge difference.”
She also had optimistic views
about the future of Congress.
“I believe that in the next ses
sion of Congress, we will have a
seven-year balanced budget,” she
said.
All of the candidates that the
CCWPC endorsed were at the
luncheon, except for District 3
supervisor candidate Peg Pinard,
who said that she was attending a
meeting concerning a “Unocal
issue.” Feinstein said she planned
to vote for Walter Capps, a 22nd
Congressional candidate, who sat
next to her at the luncheon.
“The main reason to elect him
is that he is in tune to you,” she
said to the audience.
She spoke approvingly of his
pro-choice stance, his views
against tobacco and his involve
ment in education.
She ended her speech by
reminding those present to vote
for Capps.
“So go out there, walk that
walk,
and
elect
him in
November,” Feinstein said.

Public forum discusses RE-ELECT ALLEN SETTLE OUR MAYOR
LET ALLEN SETTLE HELP REPRESENT STUDENT
local agriculture issues CONCERNS AND INTERESTS ON THE CITY COUNCIL
By Leslie Miyamoto

Doily Staff Writer
Cal Poly was host to a two-day
visit by the California State Board
of Food and Agriculture last week.
The visit included tours of Cal
Poly’s Irrigation TS'aining and
Research Center, Dairy Products
Technology Center and various
poultry facilities. They also held a
public forum to discuss local agri
culture i.ssues in the University
Union Friday.
Ann Veneman, secretary for
the Department of Food and
Agriculture, said taking the board
on the road helps educate them
and the people they meet.
“This is to expose people on the
board to the various primary agri
culture areas in the state and
have the opportunity to talk to
people in the various areas we
might not otherwise talk to,” she
said.
Veneman discussed different

topics throughout the meeting
from first-time problems with rice
fungus to agi'icultural fairs.
She also spoke about the
opportunities for California agri
culture. She said technology is
one element of success for the
state’s agriculture, and credited
Cal Poly for its efforts in that

Political Science D epartm ent

• E xperienced. Sev^enteen years
experience in city govern m en t

area.
“What's going on hen* (at Cal

• In v o lv e d . C u rrently servin g as m ayor

Poly) with technology is extreme
ly important to agriculture in
California,” she said.
Veneman also introduced a
new pilot program which will
expose children to agriculture
through sch(K)l pnyects such as
growing gardens in the classroom
and raising fish.
“Teachers are provided with
free materials, lesson plans and
educational sessions that are
designed to help them integrate
the project in the classroom cur
riculum,” she said.
See FORUM page 5

Paid Political Advrertisement

Keep SLO special ^
Preserve our open space,
hillsides and green belt.
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• A ccessib le. Faculty m em ber in the

fraternity and m em ber o f Greek
com m un ity

SETTLE
SUM
M ayor

F

AS M A Y O R A N D PROFESSOR^! _^U1’ PQRJ TH E FPL L O W IN G
Additional student and faculty housing at Cal Poly
Greek Row on or adjacent to the campus
Free bus transportation for university students
Bikeways throughout the city
City and university job and contact opportunities
Increased role of student and city liaison committee
Any existing and new city policies affecting students to be
discussed only when Cal Poly is in season

LET SETTLE BE Y O U R V O IC E IN T H E C IT Y - V O T E N O V E M B E R 5.

E-mail: asettle@ slonet.org
Robert G riffin , Treasurer, P.O. Box 345, San Luis O bispo, C A 93406
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Today Mustang Daily begins the first of its endorsements for
the candidates and issues of the 1996 election.
The editorial staff initially debated on whether to endorse
candidates and publicly take a stand on propositions. Although
we do not intend this to be the answer to how you will vote on
Nov. 5, we hope you will consider our collective opinion as stu
dents as one more venue of information. Although our decisions
were made with students, staff and faculty in mind, your best
vote will be made by you. Agree or disagree with us, but regard
less — vote.

Hard-working idealism wins over
incumbent for State Assembly

If'Mí
U«- Ö i v

Full of fire, optimism and determination, Democratic candi
date Betty Sanders would best serve the interests o f Cal Poly
constituents.
The 62-year-old mother of nine shares many concerns of
most college students. After attending five colleges herself and
leading her children on the same path of higher education,
Sanders has emphasized the importance of improving public
education throughout her campaign. She has ideas for improv
ing the quality of education and has vowed that she would work
to allot more money for all levels of education.
Owner of an Atascadero law firm and active member of sev
eral civil groups, Sanders has the background to make her suc
cessful at the capital, but as a fresh face she has the idealism
and drive to conquer government ails.
H er support o f affirm ative action shows that she adm ow ledges that m inorities and women continue to face obstacles,
preventing them from equal oppm iunities.
Sanders approaches the state’s ill^ ;a l im m igration problem
w ith stronger enforcement o f existing law s, rather than cloud
the legal system w ith inefficient new la w .
W e endorse Sanders for the sam e reason she proclaimed she
ran for office — to teach others that Am erican dmnocracy has
not disappeared into a world o f big

m cm ey,

unchecked power

and sm all individual voices.
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Editor,
The first time I saw Congresswoman Seastrand’s ad regard
ing the Polly Klaas murder, 1 thought it was a bit extreme. It
was an extreme crime, but when Sea.strand said she was going
to protect defenseless victims I thought she ended the commer
cial on a positive note. I began to wonder if she was for victims,
however, when she refu.sed to stop airing the commercial even
when the Klaas family asked her to.
Like many other students who don’t have much time, I don’t
know all the details of the congressional race, but when I went
to an unbiased source, the congressional record, to see how
Seastrand was helping victims, I was sadly disappointed. She
voted against the Violence Against Women Act, which provides
funding for women’s shelters that help victims of rape and
domestic violence. I went to her campaign office and found that
she believed that women who are raped should be legally bound
to carry their rapist’s baby to term. I have never been a victim
of domestic violence or rape, but I’m sure every student at Cal
Poly could name someone they know who was. Kidnappings and
murder do not happen often, but rapt> and domestic violence do.
The funding of battered women’s shelters should be as high a
priority as .seeing Polly Klaa.s’s killer penalized.

Yvette Gomez Agredano
Political science junior

M u s t a n g D a il y
“Mr. Policeman caught me peeing in the
bushes. ”
Kdilorial Offices: Graphic Arts Bldg., Rm 22f)
(',al Polv, San l.iiis Obispo. Ga. *)^A()7.
Kdilorial: (805) 756-1796
Advertising: (805) 756 1145
Fax: (805) 756-6784
K-mail: jfrederi(<i>oboe aix calpoly.edu
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Printed by University Graphic Systems
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Vote Cthulu in ‘96
By Dawn Pilisbury

T

ired of choosing the lesser of evils? Vote
the Elder Party Ticket: Cthulu and The
One Who Cannot Be Named for
President and Vice President of the
United States.
There has been some contention about
whether they actually are qualified to run. As
they are much older than the United States
itself, they were not, technically, spawned here.
But as the agent from the Elections Committee
was reduced to a quivering heap of terror short
ly before being devoured body and soul by one
of the campaign workers, it looks like no one is
going to quibble about technicalities.
I know some of you must be asking. Dawn,
why are you supporting the manifestations of
pure and unbridled evil to this country’s high
est office? Surely their stated plan of reshaping
the world into a festering sinkhole of agony and
torment must outweigh the fact that they’ve
never accepted corporate campaign contribu
tions.
Well, I have to confess that I have never,
ever in the seven times (counting special elec
tions) I’ve voted since I turned 18, voted for
anyone or anything that won. Nor have I voted
for a major party candidate or anything
endorsed by any reputable organizations, such
as a Chamber of Commerce or even the State
Bar As.sociation (shudder). I have a good reason
for this.
In the research I’ve done (reading newspap>ers occasionally). I’ve discovered that everyone
in power is a slimeball. Really, that’s why jour
nalists are allowed to lie about public figures
unless we’re really nasty about it. But the
worst thing about them is that they pretend
they’re not slimeballs. They publish brochures
of themselves with their families, dogs and con
stituents. They smile 1roadly for no good rea.son. All to cover up intentions na.stier than
Cotton Mather’s sexual fantasies (Mather was
the Witchfinder General during the Salem
witch hysteria). I f someoi'-' has actually spent
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money trying to persuade me to vote one way or
another, that’s proof that they’re going to get
something out of it and I shouldn’t vote for it.
This makes things very simple when it
comes to election day: I f I’ve heard of a candi
date or proposition, I shouldn’t vote for
him/her/it.
Cthulu is a candidate who does not cover up.
He doesn’t pretend to be generous, kind or even
hygienic. He doesn’t have his photos touched up
to tone down the blood on his tentacles.
In my long quest to find candidates who can
not possibly win. I’ve voted for Thomas
Jefferson, Mickey Mouse and Ross Perot. But I
can’t vote for a slaver in good conscience and
Disney just has too much money for me to trust
it. And don’t talk to me about the Libertarians:
All the intelligent ones have defected to the
other partie? or think tanks or died of shame at
having Andre Marrou “It rhymes with ‘I love
you*” as their candidate in ‘92.
Which leaves me with Cthulu. Who looks
pretty good next to the other candidates (Dumb,
Dumber and Mr. Advertisement for Prefrontal
Lobotomies).
The editorial board has given their endorse
ments (see column space). Now I give mine — A
vote for Cthulu is not a wasted vote. When the
Elder Ones take over the world and convert it
into a sinking sewer of depravity and degrada
tion (like Las Vegas, only less neon), you will be
at the top of the ordure. Smile, Cthulu loathes
you.

Dawn Pilisbury is a journalism senior and a
self-pr»'claimed demagogue, determined to lead
the rabble o f the Earth into a new golden age o f
bright and glorious achievement or at least a tin
age o f mediocrity and more frequent Kent
reruns. She would like to remind everyone to
keep their dogs and cats inside until a flc
Halloween as there a lot o f weirdos out there
and not all o f them are busy running for office.
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State of emergency lifted
in riot-torn St. Petersburg
By Pat Leisner

Associated Press

Dorothy Hawthorne is one of many featured artists at the San Luis Outdoor Painter Enterprise (SLOPE) exhibition
at the Wineman Hotel downtown in support of Measure O . The exhibit also hosts artists Alfredo Aciniaga, John
Barnard, Marbuerite Costigan, Judy Lyon, LaVerne McDonnell, Lori Slater, Lesa Smith, Libby Tolley and Jeanette
Wolf. All artwork will be on display Thursday, Oct. 31 from 6 -8 p.m. / Daily photo by Maureen AAc Dowell

FORUM: New pilot program introduces agriculture to children
From page 3

The state department hopes
this project will increase students’
interest in agriculture so they
might even create, display and
demonstrate projects in local and
state fairs.
She added that fairs at all lev
els are one of the best resources
for educating people about agri
culture.
“We believe that the future of
agriculture in California and real
ly throughout the country, rests
largely in the hands of agriculture
diversity projects,” she said.
Board President John Kautz
reinforced the importance of fairs.
“I f you think about it, the
farmers’ markets and fairs are
the two most important direct
contacts that agriculture has
today,” Kautz said.
ASI President Steve McShane

attended the meeting and voiced
his concern about the successes of
agriculture.
“ I can’t emphasize enough that
we need to push for world promo
tion, more outreach and more
involvement from our students,”
the soil science senior said.
San Luis Obispo County
Agriculture
Commissioner
Richard Greek acted as modera
tor during the meeting while
locals spoke of the technologies
they have employed in the local
agriculture industry.
Los Osos rancher Steve
Söderström addressed the work
he undert(H)k to make Morro Bay
a national estuary, rancher Bob
Blanchard Jr. outlined a cattle
grazing program with PG&E and
vineyard consultant Kelly Clark
discussed methods of composting
by local vineyards.

Clark also emphasized the
importance of taking care of the
soil during her 15-minute speech.
“I think the trend is that you
have to take care of your soil and

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. —
National Guard troops pulled out
and a state of emergency was lift
ed Sunday, three days after a race
riot ripped this city with fires and
angry mobs.
In the neighborhood where the
violence broke out after the shoot
ing death of a black motorist, a
Baptist minister urged wor
shipers to seek God’s help to ease
racial tensions.
“We come here today to thank
you ... to raise our hands, not to
throw stones, sticks and bottles,
but to say hallelujah,” said Rev.
Greg Seay, who spoke to 350 peo
ple at Bethel Community Baptist
Church.
Earlier, some 200 guardsmen,
sent by Gov. Lawton Chiles to
assist local police, left a downtown
sports complex. They used it as a
staging area in the wake of rioting
that broke out Thursday night
after a white police officer shot
and killed black motorist TVron
Lewis, 18, during a traffic stop.
At least 11 people were injured
and 28 buildings burned in the
violence that followed.
Calm prevailed Friday and
Saturday night and a police state
of emergency — preventing sales
of guns and of gasoline in contain
ers — ended at 6 p.m. Sunday.
The city planned to scale back the
number of police on the streets.

your whole ecosystem if you want
a successful crop,” she said. “You
cannot just keep putting stuff in
and taking it out and not putting
it back in your soil.”
Agricultural

science

senior

Jane Schafer said she attended
the meeting out of personal inter
est. Her main concern lies in the
availability of jobs in the future.
“It affects me because it will
affect the production for our area
and jobs for the future,” she said.
“Graduating is a concern for me
because I will be looking for
employment in the agriculture
field.”

20% SAVINGS
'eitificate

This is an important time of year for addressing all your
interview needs. Let Patrick James assist you in this area by
offering you a 20% savings toward your interview clothing
needs. Just bring this certificate in the the Patrick James
location at 641 Higuera Street in downtown San Luis Obispo
and receive a 20% discount toward your clothing purchases.
This offer concludes November 9th. This certificate does not
apply to special orders or any pre-existing promotion.
641

The number of officers on duty
Sunday was not known.
The local chapter of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference called on Chiles to
assure the integrity of the investi
gation into possible criminal
charges against the officers
involved in the shooting.
“The African-American com
munity has no faith in the local
state attorney’s office,” a state
ment from the group said.
The city has been seared by
two riots in the last 18 years, both
prompted by the shooting deaths
of black men by white police offi
cers.
About 20 percent of the city’s
240,000 residents are black and
15 percent of the police force is
black.
A poll conducted a day after
the riot found that 37 percent of
black residents said discrimina
tion against them has increased
in the past five years. Only 19 per
cent gave that answer during a
similar poll in 1980.
Suncoast Opinion Surveys, a
research division of the The St.
Petersburg Times, conducted the
telephone survey of 78 blacks and
154 whites. It has a margin of
error of 6 percentage points.
Forty-one percent o f blacks
also said police discriminate
against them, the poll found,
while 9 percent of whites agree
that blacks are victims of police
discrimination.
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SANDERS: Education very important to this mother of nine children
From page 1

“My children are so cynical
about politics. Children don’t nec
essarily listen to what their par
ents say, hut they certainly watch
what their parents do. So, I have
to .set an example for my chil
dren,” she said.
With her campaign in full
swing and little time before elec
tion day, Sanders is working hard
to let voters know her and her
ideas.
Education is very important to
Sanders and the cost of schooling
is especially important since she
could not afford to attend college
when she first graduated high
school. She said there needs to be
a redirection in the California
budgeting
process.
If
the
California State University (CSU)
and University of California (UC)
.systems were stricter in admit
ting only qualified students, more
pt‘ople would end up in junior col
leges. This shift would stabilize
the rising costs of education, she
said.
“What I don’t think is appro
priate is to overcrowd students by
lowering the standards for stu
dents to get into CSU and UC sys
tems in order to make more
money. I think we need to
increase the budget but increase
them only to the degree that they
educate the students that should
be there,” she said.
Sanders also said financial aid
should be more accessible to stu
dents but grants are a better
option.
“ I’d really like to see more
grant money. If you face getting
out of college and you are $20,000
or $30,000 in debt, you’ve got this
big push on you to make money
the focus of your life," she said. “I

don’t think that is very healthy.”
Sanders said she is supportive
of women’s issues as she is prochoice and backs affirm ative
action.
“(Discrimination) is a very
subtle way to get in the way of
women making the kinds of
progress that they have made,”
Sanders said. “I think it’s impor
tant we continue to try to educate
the world that it is not a level
playing field yet,” she said refer
ring to affirmative action.
On the issue of abortion,
Sanders supports the ability of
women to make choices about
their bodies.
“I am absolutely, utterly and
completely pro-choice,” she said.
“This is not about abortion, this is
about power. This is about a
woman’s ability to chose what she
does with her own body.”
For Sanders, the issue of
choice hits close to home since she
bore an illegitimate child as a
young woman.
“I had an illegitimate child
and put that baby up for adop
tion,” she said. “In 1955 we did
not have choices. To take away
our rights that we didn’t have
when I was a kid is a .scary thing.”
Sanders is also in support of
Proposition 215 which legalizes
the use of marijuana for medical
purposes.
“I support the initiative,” she
said. “It has a lot of very useful
components to it, particularly
with nausea and people with can
cer. It’s cheap, it’s easy, it’s con
trollable.”
On the issue of immigration,
Sanders said she opposed past
actions taken to curb illegal
immigration.
“We can enforce some of the

laws we have on the books. It is
illegal to hire illegal aliens but we
don’t spend a heck of a lot of time

2 3 ,1 0 3 ,1 1 S O l c l i C r S W 3 t c h

unknown enemy 3dv3nce

enforcing that,” she said. “ If you

By Karin Davies

hire an illegal immigrant you can

Associated Press

be fined. If you start heavyweight
fining employers for hiring illegal
immigrants, maybe they will hire
legal people.”
Sanders

strongly

supports

Proposition 210, the raising of the
minimum wage.
“We must raise the minimum
wage so at least we can bring peo
ple up to the poverty level if they
work full time. At least to the
level of the same amount of
money we would give them if they
were on welfare,” she said.
Sanders claimed to be a cen
trist because she agrees with
some liberal and some conserva
tive issues.
“I do not oppose the death
penalty and I strongly favor the
Clean Water and Clean A ir Act
and retaining our right to enforce
tho.se rules,” she said.
Preserving the environment
may be on the liberal side of the
political spectrum but she said
taking care of the environment is
not only healthy but also can be
linked with helping the local
economy.
“The overall problem is that it
is not impossible to preserve the
environment,” she said. “On the
Central Coast we absolutely have
to because that’s where 1 think
the major push for our jobs has to
be done, and that’s in tourism.

K ILIM A N Y O K A , Zaire - A
Zairian army captain stood on a
hilltop near the Rwandan border
on Sunday and peered through
his binoculars at the advancing
enemy.
He saw five men, dressed all in
black, pointing their guns into the
lush banana groves along a red
dirt road. He saw the men edge
south, away from the refugee
camp they attacked over the past
two days, clearing it of nearly
200,000 Rwandan Hutu refugees.
Capt. Sukuma Boyoma is not
certain who the enemy is, though
he suspects the Rwandan mili
tary, led by the Tutsi ethnic group.
For the past three days, 120 mm
shells have thudded into Zaire
from the misty gray clouds
shrouding Rwanda’s mountains
across the border.
But his commander, Col.
Ndoma Moteke, has no doubts,
and neither do officials in the
South and North Kivu regions,
where the fighting is happening.
They are sure the Rwandan and
Ugandan armies are to blame.
“It’s a war situation,” said
Christophe Moto Mupenda, the
governor of North Kivu. “
Zaire is the victim of an
aggression that came straight
from another country ... Rwanda.”
The attack Saturday was one
of the worst on eastern Zaire in
the two years since Rwanda’s for
mer Hutu-extremist government
unleashed
a genocide that killed at least

500,000 people, mostly Tutsis.
Rwandan Hutus and their army,
badly beaten by Tutsi rebels, fled
to Zaire and Tanzania. More than
a million Hutu refugees have
refused
to
return,
fearing
reprisals for the slaughter.
The Zairian army commander,
Moteke, says that two Rwandan
battalions — helped by a
Ugandan army battalion — used
120 mm mortars to pound the
Kibumba refugee camp and a
nearby village.
He said the Tutsi-dominated
Rwandan government’s motive for
the attack is “to chase the
refugees further into Zaire, not to
conquer Zaire.”
Rwandan Tutsis are closely
linked with Uganda, where they
lived in exile from 1959. The
Tutsis helped Yoweri Museveni,
then a rebel and now Ugandan
president, oust dictator Idi Amin
a decade ago. Rwandans Tutsis
based
in
Uganda
attacked
Rwanda’s Hutu government in
1990, and conquered the country
in 1994.
In the past week, the attackers
have occupied more than 18 miles
along Zaire’s border with Uganda
and Rwanda, pressing south to
Kilimanyoka, 14 miles north of
the regional capital, Goma. In one
village, they planted Rwandan
flags to claim their turf.
He asked for help to restore
security in the Great Lakes
region, along Zaire’s border with
Burundi, Rwanda and Uganda.
But he said he had little confi
dence that help would come.

People want to come here. There
are ways we can have growth and
environmental nondegradation.”

VLSI Engineers

are creatinjii technology stTlutitTns tor real w’orld challenges...

BAKER: Strongly opposes nuclear development
From page 1

to allocate funding to research

high school and wants to go to col
lege should be able to, but they
have got to pay back the money,”
she said.
Baker also wants to restruc
ture lower-level education by
making the school year longer
and adding more subjects to the
high sch(K)l curriculum.
Baker
strongly
opposes
nuclear development and wants

alternative forms of energy. She
also wants to prevent chemical
usage in farming, including the
u.se of pesticides and hormones.
Baker describes her party’s
tactics as “preventive govern
ment.”
“We want to prevent problem.®
before they arrive at crisis propor
tions,” she said.
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D ole counting on hitting ‘Golden State jackpot'
By Sandro Sobieroj

Associated Press
SACRAM ENTO,
Calif. —
Confident of hitting a “Golden
State jackpot,” Boh Dole extended
his homestretch tour of California
Sunday, chipping steadily at
President Clinton’s integrity
while calling for an end to affir
mative action.
“In Amruica, what counts is
merit and character,” the GOP
nominee declared.
Rallying
a
red-meat
Republican crowd at an annual
Steak and Oyster Feed outside
Sacramento, Dole offered himself
for “mature leadership” and sug
gested a second Clinton term
would be cut short by an ethics
blowup.
“It’s the animal house, it’s no
longer the White House. ... I can’t
believe any thinking American —
except the real partisans — want
four more years of this,” Dole said.
“Ross Perot suggests, indirect
ly, it may not be four more years.
Maybe it’s going to be so serious
next year, somebody might be in
real trouble. I didn’t say that,
Ross Perot did — but I thought
about it,” Dole said.
In a N B C television interview
Sunday, Perot sharply criticized
what he called the Clinton admin
istration’s ethical lapses, saying
they could turn into “Watergate
i r and divert attention from run
ning the nation.
Dole launched Day Two of his
California swing with an appear
ance at San Jose’s Van Lang Day
Vietnamese-American festival.
“W e’re going to win the Golden
State jackpot on Nov. 5, because
we’re going to talk about trust
and leadership and ethics and
things you can count on in a Dole
administration
xKiKJii that aare
i ^ sorely

lacking now,” he said.
Looking out at the sunsplashed crowd, where the yellow
and red striped flags of Vietnam
were only slightly outnumbered
by standard-issue Dole-Kemp
placards. Dole also reiterated his
commitment to human rights and
a full accounting of American
prisoners of war in Vietnam.
Immigration was the stop’s
official theme, with a giant royalblue
backdrop
lettered
“Celebrating Legal Immigration
— The American Dream.” But
Dole trod gingerly on the issue,
apparently mindful of his over
whelmingly ethnic crowd.
He was careful to assure them
of his support for legal immigra
tion. “It is good for our country
and it should always continue,”
Dole said. He neglected to men
tion his proposal to outlaw cam
paign contributions from foreign
ers, or his support for making
English the U.S. official language.
One day earlier. Dole outlined
his campaign-finance plan in the
central valley’s Merced, Calif.,
asserting that “America is for
Americans.”
On Sunday in San Jose, Dole
lightened
his
immigration
rhetoric.
He accused Clinton of lax bor
der controls that have left thou
sands of Californians “victims of
violent criminals who should have
been stopped at the border.”
Dole also hit affirm ative
action, another hot-button issue
in this state, where a referendum
is on the November ballot to end
race- and sex-based preferences in
public hiring, contracting and
education.
“Quotas, set asides and other
preferences that discriminate by
race or ethnicity are simply wrong
in m
America.
absolutely
III
i i c i ica* They’re
x iixzj i c: auDi/i
uccijr

wrong and violate the principles
Khachigian said all of Dole’s
A similarly focused ad last
radio ads — and half of his televi year for Gov. Pete Wilson boosted
of our Constitution,” Dole boomed.
Asked offstage about the
sion ad campaign — were exclu his re-election effort. But a Los
importance of immigration and
sively on illegal irnmigT'ution.
Angele,'. Times poll last week
affirmative action. Dole said,
The TV ad that began airing
found that the issue is not as
“They’re wedge issues.” From
this weekend blames Clinton for
potent as it once was with
Sacramento, Dole headed to San
.sticking California with the costs
(.'alifornia voters. Only 7 percent
Diego.
of 2 million illegal immigrants.
of
those surveyed statewide con
Reveling in his large and
“We pay the taxes, we are the
rowdy crowds on Saturday, Dole victims. Our children get short sidered illegal immigration a
major influence in their presiden
extended by one day his three-day changed,” the announcer in the ad
tial pick
bus tour of the state that carries
says. “If Clinton wins, we lose ”
54 electoral votes
— Nov. 5’s biggest
prize. And, aides
said he was con
sidering an elec
tion-eve
blitz
through the state,
hitting all major
media markets.
“And if we (the federal government)
By Doug Willis
Asked
about
can’t protect the borders, we’re not going
___ ___
Assoiioted Press
Dole’s tour of the
to make you pick up all the cost,” he
state’s most reli
added, referring to the estimated $3 bil
S A C R A M E N T O — Bob Dole told
ably Republican
lion annually California spends on gov
California supporters Sunday he needs
d i s t r i c t s ,
them to win the presidency, and that if ernment services ranging from education
C a l i f o r n i a
they deliver “I’m about the best thing
and health care to jail cells for illegal
Attorney General
that can happen to California for the
immigrants.
Dan
Lundgren
next four years.”
He said that Clinton had reneged on
commented, “We
Stressing hot California issues. Dole
promises
to California to safeguard the
certainly haven’t
wrapped up a second day of campaigning
borders, saying in an earlier speech in
peaked too soon.”
in the Sacramento and San Joaquin val
San Jose that thousands of Californians
“It increasingly
leys with strong reminders that he sup
have been “victims of violent criminals
looks like we do
ports — and President Clinton opposes
need California to
who should have been stopped at the bor
— Proposition 187 of 1994 to clamp down
win,” said Ken
der.”

Dole says he’s the ‘best thing
that can happen to CaUfornia’

Khachigian,
Dole’s
top
California strate
gist.
W hile the can
didate
focused
many
of
his
remarks here on
the
president’s
ethics, his cam
paign deployed a
heavily anti-ille
gal immigration
strategy over the
airwaves.

on illegal immigration and Proposition
209 this year to end preferences in public
jobs, contracts and education.
“There should be no discrimination —
period. 'That’s what C C R I (Proposition
209) is all about,” the Republican nomi
nee told an enthusiastic crowd of more
than 1,500 at an annual Republican
steak and oyster feed in the Sacramento
suburb of E lk Grove.
“Quotas, set asides and other prefer
ences that discriminate by race or eth
nicity are simply wrong in America.
They’re absolutely wrong and violate the
principles of our Constitution,” Dole said.

1

lelief in five pillars that govern faith make for a sturdy home
From page 3

process of choosing a religion. He
expre.ssed his belief that a strong
foundation is the key element in
both building a home and choos
ing a faith. He continued that if
the foundation is well built and
the pillars of the house are stable,
the physical appearance of the
house
remains
irrelevant.
Therefore, a strong foundation
with strong pillars makes for a
sturdy home.
According to Kolkailah, the
same is true for Mu“ lims in

regards to maintaining their
faith. Once an individual makes a
declaration of his of her faith in
Islam, he or she has accomplished
the first of five pillars that govern
the faith. If the pillars remain
strong, then the faith within the
individual is strong, much like
the structure of the house.
“When we put the foundation
in Islam, it’s the faith in one’s
heart, you can’t see it, it’s just
always there,” he said.
The four remaining pillars
include five daily prayers, alms

given once each year, fasting dur
ing the month of Ramadan and a
pilgrimage to Mecca to be com
said

one

Jersey

and

much as employee is worth. He
also said that if the government
rai.ses the minimum wage, the
cost of living will rise, therefore
the rise in minimum wage is rela
tive.
“Nothing changes,” he .said.
“Minimum wage runs costs up
and the government runs your
life.”
Kirkland al.so .said the war on
drugs has been a waste of tax dol
lars and strongly opposes it.
“The war on drugs is an insane
failure and is taking away our
freedoms,” he said. “What drug I
put in my body is my choice.”
Kirkland has put together a
tax plan which he proposes to put
into action if he wins. It is called
the Tax Credit Program and
would allow people who owe

focus

the weekend, he repeatedly stressed that
the state’s support is crucial to his White
House bid.
“I f he can’t win California, he’s going
back to Little Rock,” Dole said of the
president. “Tm Mailing to wait up all
night on Nov. 5, waiting for California to
come in for Bob Dole and Jack Kemp.”

PARTNERS

R E A LITY

Dixlge because ü’s a last
ly that's dedicated to
ftunal spint and the k:itest

Muslims are a part of Islam, the
fastest growing religion in the

te ch n o lo g y.’

United States government, the

MMSHnw

Islam faith sets the standards for

CUNBm«aaMt|i 1994

UMldMlial

which the government runs.
“Islam does not separate
church and state, policies are run

we

A R

according to the Koran,” he said.
“Islam is the way of life.”

the government.”
Kirkland is not optimistic
about winning this year’s elec
tion. He said he thinks incumbent
Tom Bordonaro will be re-elected,
yet the Libertarian party has
gained control over the agenda.
“(Bordonaro) is stealing my
ideas from me and he admits it,”
claimed Kirkland. “He says he is
trying to make government small
er and more efficient.”
Although Kirkland, who ran
for state assembly in 1994 and
lost, said he doesn’t think he will
win this time around, he is per
sistent. He said he derives his
personal motto from Winston
Churchill, who said, “I will never
give up.”
Kirkland presently resides is
Atascadero with his wife and two
of his four children.
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Wc v t graw kig at an incredible rate and arc continually w orking wHIi
new d ie n u , expanding into new territories, pioneering new ways of
doing business, and developing new applications for today's hottest
technologies. W ith a track ivcord like Cam bridge's, you can
be sure that there will be no end to the challenges and
opportunKies available to you.
For more inform ation about career opportunities in the San Francbco
Bay area, LA, Seattle, and Dallas, eonuct Kim berly Trum at (415)3726120 or ktrum Q ctp.com . And be sure to check out the latest
Cam bridge happenings at www.ctp.com.

Campus
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Thursday,
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seven Northern California tallies over

W(

money after incomes taxes to give
donations and reduce their debt
by that amount.
“This will make the govern
ment more efficient," he .said. He
added that more money, in turn,
will go to the people instead of the
government.
Kirkland, who v
recruited
as a Libertarian in 19-(8, said he
belongs to the party because he
believes in individual freedom.
“I want to live as a free person
not enslaved by government,” he
said.
He said he is supported by the
people who share his ideals and
have lost faith in government.
“My constituents are people
who don’t vote at all and don’t
look to government to solve their
problems,” he said. “They are peo
ple who have been trampled by

to

to San Diego and Orange County. In

TH E

KIRKIAND: Wants to live a,s a free person, not enslaved by government
From page 1
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C:OM E l)Y STYLE CLASSES T A U G H T BY C A L POLY S T U D E N T S
THIS

A s k b o w yon «o n g o to r FREEt

8 0 5 * S 8 2 - o 5 o 5
w w w .tra M to a a h a a i.a a n i

J e w e lr y (Sale
Sterling Silver, 14K. Gold,
bracelets. Earrings,
Necklaces, Chains,
Toe Dings, Anklets,
and more...
October 28 - November 1
in front o f
ElG onal^i& Bookstoie

Put the world at your fingertips.
S o ftw a r e E n g in e e rin g
S y s te m s E n g in e e rin g
C o m p u te r D e sig n
S ig n a l P r o c e s s in g
E le c tro - O p tic s
Im age P r o c e s s in g
W ith R a yth eo n E le c tro n ic S y s te m s ,
technologies th a t d e fin e th e fu tu re of
You'll m axim ize your Engineering and
kno w ledge and m ake an im p act w hen you
tech n ical areas listed above.
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Final round of Tour Championship today
He has something to prove.
“
I really think we needed to
Associated Press
play,” Lehman said. “I really do. If
TULSA, Okla. - Tom Lehman I win by 12 or 13 strokes, that
was awakened before dawn by the would be pretty impressive.”
Lehman, who won the British
rumble of thunder and the rhythm
Open and was second in the U.S.
of rain against his hotel window.
With a nine-stroke lead in the Open, was at a remarkable 13Tour Championship, those weren’t under-par 197 after three rounds
at Southern Hills Country Club,
.sounds he wanted to hear.
In a year in which he has nine strokes ahead of Vijay Singh
emerged as one of the best golfers and Brad F’axon and 12 strokes
on the PGA Tour, Lehman is per ahead of Tom Watson, Fred
haps one more great round away Couples and Justin Leonard.
Only five other players in the
from convincing his fellow players
that he was the best of all of them elite field restricted to the top-30
money winners managed to break
in 1996.
“I have a good opportunity to par for 54 holes.
While Lehman stands to be the
make a really big statement with
one more good round,” Lehman big winner, Phil Mickelson, who
said Sunday when the final round came into the tournament leading
of the Tour Championship was the money list and ahead in the
rained out and rescheduled for points system that determines the
PGA of America player of the year,
Monday.
“1 woke up at 4:30 when it was stands to be the big loser.
Unless Mickelson can finish no
lightning,” Lehman said.
But for Lehman, who has a lower than tied for third - he’s four
chance to sweep the money title, strokes out of third going to the
the scoring title and both player of final round - Lehman will win the
the year awards, there was not the money title.
“1 have an outside chance,”
slightest temptation to hope for
the tournament to be shortened to Mickelson said. “It’s kind of
54 holes and he be declared the unlikely, but I do have a chance.”
With a victory, Lehman would
winner.
By Ron Sirak
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y o u 'll c r e a te the
to m o rro w 's w o rld .
C o m p u ter S cience
join us in one of the

Raytheon Electronic System s w ill be visiting cam pus soon.
To find out m ore abo ut th e com plex challenges w e have to
offer, please con tact th e C a re e r P lace m e n t O ffic e to sign up
fo r an interview .
For ad d itio n al in fo rm atio n , please see our hom epage at:
h ttp ://w w w .ra y th e o n .c o m /re s .
In te re s te d can d id ate s w ho a re unable to moot w ith us on
cam pus may send a resum e d ire c tly to: R aytheon Electronic
System s, Profession al S ta ffin g , M /S T 2 S L 2 , 5 0 A p p le Hill
D rive, Tewksbury, M A 0 1 8 7 6 -9 9 0 1 , Fax: (5 0 8 ) 8 5 8 -1 1 6 3 ,
e-m ail: s ta ffin g @ res.ray.co m .

Niners get it done without Young
By Mkhoei A. Lutz

Associated Press
HOUSTON (A P ) Steve Young
wasn’t able to save the San
Francisco
49ers
this
time.
Seldom-used Jeff Brohm and the
49ers defense did.
Young suffered a concu.ssion on
the third play of the game and
was replaced by Brohm, who com
pleted a 20-yard touchdown pass
to Terrell Owens with 4:27 to play,
rallying the 49ers to a 10-9 victo
ry over the Houston Oilers on
Sunday.
Defensive end Chris Doleman
took over in the fourth quarter
with a third-down sack and an
interception on the Oilers’ final
olTensive play. Safety Merton
Hanks broke up a fourth-down
pass with 2:1H to play.
Al Del Greco kicked field goals
of 38, 56 and 39 yards and had the
Oilers (5-3) leading 9-3 until
Brohm finally got the 49ers (6-2>
going with a 49-yard completion
to running back Terry Kirby to set
up the go-ahead score.
Facing third-and-7 from the
Oilers 20, Brohm hit Owens on
the sideline, and the receiver
broke free from cornerback

Darryl 1Lewis and danced into the
end zone.
Last week. Young came off the
bench despite a painful groin
injury, and San Francisco scored
the winning touchdown against
Cincinnati in the final minutes
after the 49ers trailed 21-0.
The Oilers didn't give him that
opportunity before 53,843 fans,
their largest crowd of the season.
Young threw a 9-yard comple
tion to Jerry Rice, was sacked by
Anthony Cook before he scram
bled to his right and was tackled
by linebacker Micheál Barrow
and Joe Bowden.
Barrow and Young butted hel
mets, and Bowden hit him low.
Young was helped from the fielu
walking wobbly. Young put on his
helmet and tried to re-enter the
game on the 49ers’ next posses.sion, but he was taken from the
field.
Actually, one of the most cru
cial plays of the game wasn’t officiully a play. The Oilers had called
time out before Young was
knocked out of the game.
The 49ers defense saved the
day in the frantic fourth quarter,
culminating
with
Doleman’s
interception at the O ilers 15 after

Taking Any Of These Classes
Winter Quarter

Junior Bryant batted Steve
McNair’s pass. The 49ers ran out
the dock.
Earlier in the fourth period,
Doleman pushed through and
sacked McNair for a 10-yard loss
on third-and-2 at the 49ers 30.
Brohm, a free agent signee
who had complete two of four
passes this season, wa.s forced
into the game because Elvis
Grbac, the 49ers’ backup quarter
back, wa.s inactive with a shoul
der injury.
The Oilers stretched a 6-3
halftime lead to 9-3 with 4:38 to
go in the third quarter on a 39yard field by Del Greco after a 63yard drive that took the first
10:22 of the third quarter. Del
Greco had kicks of 38 and 56 in
the first half. The 56-yarder set a
franchise and personal record.
Oilers
quarterback
Chri.s
Chandler reinjured his groin and
had to leave the game with 7:25 to
go in the third quarter, gidng
McNair playing time.
Jeff Wilkins gave the 49ers a
3-0 lead with a 27-yard field goal
with 6:28 to play in the first quarJ S L __________________________________

Cosm opolitan &
Sense and Sensibilitv
Humanities x410

is a new

3 unit class which satisfies

Bio 151, 152; Chem 121, 124, 127;
Phys. 131; SS 121; Stat 211, 251; Zoo 131
Get extra help by capturing free stu(Jy session led by a
trained leader. Here’s how: enroll in the lecture (and lab, If
any), then capture the one-unit SCM-150 study session
listed on pages 59-60 in the Class Schedule or check the
Open Class List. Note: you must enroll in the specific class
section to capture the study session. Start the quarter right!
Join a group and get the edge.

Equal O p p o rtu n ity Employer. U .S . citizenship req u ired .

R a y th e o n Electronic
Systems

move past Mickelson on the money
list and in PGA of America points.
Mickelson, with four victories,
and Mark Brooks, with three wins
including the PGA Championship,
were considered the front-runners
in the player voting for the PGA
Tour player of the year award com
ing into this event.
But a victory by Lehman in the
Tour Championship would throw
him right into the mix.
“Give him credit,” Mickelson
said. “Tom came in here knowing
what a win could do for him and
look what he did.”
His nine-stroke lead tied for
the largest 54-hole margin since
the PGA started keeping such
records in 1970, matching a lead
Jack Nicklaus had in 1973.
I f he wins, Lehman would have
two victories and 13 top-10 finish
es. He finished out of the top-20
only three times in 21 events so
far this year.
The $540,000 first-place check
would put Lehman at $1,780,159
on the year, breaking the record
$1,654,959 won by Greg Norman
last year.
“I have the next few weeks off,”
Lehman said. “I can stay to when
ever.”

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION
is a Cal Poly Plan Program
i'o o r d in a lv d h ij H in d iu l, / lc a d ( n \ ic H vn kvH

GE&B area C.3 and meets
Winter quarter MW F 9-10 am.

Values, Media, and Culture
is concerned with the relation
ship between great books and
popular entertainments.
Shakespeare’s
Much Ado About Nothing and
Friends; The Man .of M ade, a
Restoration Comedy and
Seinfeld. Cosmopolitan and
Sense and Sensibilitv:
Plato and Playboy. For more
information: Prof. Richard
Simon, 756-2475; Humanities
Dept, at 756-1205; or RSimon
on AIX.
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BLOWOUT

IDAHO: Trisha Jenssen led the Mustangs Friday night with 15 kills

From page 12

by a score of 10-2. Solid hitting by
unable to recover from her loss in Asha Wagner and Trisha Jenssen
game three, going from a hitting and great blocking by Kari DeSoto
them
to
dominate
percentage of .444 in game two, to allowed
throughout
the
game.
A
huge kill
one of .083 in game three.
by
Heather
Lee
to
make
the score
Boise
State
head
coach
Darlene Bailey didn’t want to take 13-2 sparked the team and the
anything away from Cal Poly’s crowd. A miss-hit by Boise State
play, but said Phipps’ departure gave Cal Poly the win 15-4.
In game four, both teams final
caused a need for reshuffling of
ly
pulled
all aspects of their games
her team. She had to make adjust
together, trading sideouts and
ments, which she said is why her
points. With the score tied at nine,
team didn’t play well in game
Jenssen roofed a Boise State hit
three. They didn’t have enough
ter, and the Mustangs didn’t look
time to figure out the right pieces
back from there.
to the puzzle.
A huge block by DeSoto
“We lost a critical player and
brought the score to 14-9 and a
had to make adjustments,” she
block by freshman Jessica Roden
said. “Our serve-receive patterns
finished off the game for Cal Poly,
changed. We were not where we 15-11.
wanted to be.”
Wagner finished the game with
For Cal Poly, the reverse was 10 kills, as did Heather Lee.
true. It benefited from Boise Jenssen led the Mustangs with 15
State’s problems. In game two, on the night.
Boise State went from a hitting
“I really thought that the key
percentage of -.036, which means for the whole match for both
they had more errors than kills, to teams was just our ball control
a percentage of .382 in game and serve-receive,” Schlick said.
three.
“When we passed well, we got
The Mustangs jumped out to a some great chances at the ball.”
quick lead in game three and led
With all the changes in the
From page 12

freshman Sarah Pratts putting
Cal Poly at 8 goals, and Utah
State with 0.
With tournament plays coming
up, Coach Alex Crozier is opti
mistic about the future and play
offs.
“They played well,” said
Crozier. “We’ve had trouble get
ting points most of the year, so it
was good to loosen things up and
finish the season strong. We are in
the Big West tournament so we
have another shot at the teams we
lost to earlier in the season.”
For the seniors, this game
meant a lot.
“As a senior, I am very happy
to have an extra 2 games ahead of
me,” Lehtonen said. We’ve been
screwed the last couple of years,
and we really have a chance for
playoffs.”
With conference play over, the
Mustangs will host their final
home game Wednesday night
against Oregon State at 7 p.m.

MEN’S SOCCER

starting lineup, Schlick said the
Mustangs’ goal was to think fun
damentals. He said they had no
definitive game plan, so they just
wanted to focus on the basics and
concentrate on their half of the
court.
“I think there was a lot of emo
tion and a lot of heart that went
into tonight’s game,” said outside
hitter Colleen Moro, who finished
the night with 12 kills. “We just
went after it — we had nothing to
lose.”
Saturday night’s game was
quite a different story. The
University of Idaho showed Cal
Poly why it is tied for first in the
Eastern Division of the Big West.
The Vandals were led by out
side hitter Beth Craig and middle
blocker Jessica Moore, and both
had 13 kills for the game. Wagner
led the Mustangs with 9 kills.
The Mustangs are at home
next weekend for their last two
home games of the 1996 season.
They meet undefeated Long Beach
State Friday night and University
of the Pacific on Saturday night,
both at 7 p.m. in Mott Gym.

From page 12

the breezeways of Mustang
Stadium for shelter. Fans scur
ried in and out as the rain came
and went, until it finally stopped
sometime in the second half of
play.
On Sunday afternoon, the
Mustangs traveled to Saint
Mary’s and lost 3-2 to the Gaels in
overtime. The Mustangs only
points came off an own-goal off
the head of a Saint Mary’s defend
er.
Cal Poly out-shot Saint Mary’s
20 to 19 respectively.
The loss drops Cal Poly’s
record to 4-10-1.
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Read Mustang Daily Sports every day
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Motorcyclists!!!
Penguins Motorcycle Club Mtg,
Today 8 pm Sci-North Rm 201

ASI
FINANCE COMMITTEE

POSITIONS OPEN
GET INVOLVED
Pick up applications in UU 217A
Apps. due Tues, Oct 29 by 5pm

VINES TO WINES
Meeting Tues Oct 29 @ 7pm
10-206 New Members Welcome
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Alpha Crisis Pregnancy Center
24 Hour Lifeline-Confidential
Free Pregnancy Testing
541-CARE (541-2273)

GRE PREP
Mr. Stewart'S on-campus course
starts 11/5. $225. 563-2692

SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 PTS
GRE 214 PTS
LSAT 7.5 PTS
Princeton Review (805) 995-0176

$1000 CONTEST
Or. Chocolate needs a building
$100C 00 if your design wins.
Send letter of interest to;
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Pismo Beach. CA 93449 or
CompuServe 73211,732
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5 DAYS - Greeks, Groups. Clubs,
Motivated Individuals. FAST,
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(800) 862-1982 Ext. 33
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MYSTIOUE
Beatutiful Exotic Female Dancers
Privates & Parties (Hiring)
594-4529

CAMPUS JOB
Now hiring 30 Study Group Ldrs
$6.50/hr. Flexible Seek Majors
with 3.25+ GPA' CHEM, MATH.
PHYSICS. CSC, CE/ME, ACTG.
Work Study Welcome. Apply at
Academic Skills Ctr in 33-290.
Study Group is sponsored by
Student Academic Svcs and the
Cal Poly Plan

Find out about a career with
Gallo Sales Co. Info Session
Build 10-206 5pm Oct. 29th
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FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO

Steve Nelson - Farrell Smyth R/E
*•*543-8370***

by Joe Martin

IN THE BLEACHERS

CITIZEN DOG

By Steve Moore

BY M A R K O’ HARE

“ Dew ey! W hat did I tell you about
teasing that th in g ? If you get tackled,
d o n ’t con>e cryin g to m e.”
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Mustangs beat Broncos - hurt by Vandals

Sports

By Jennifer Cornelius
A TAVERN OF SPO R TS

I

NEWS
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TODAY’S GAMES
There are no games today.
T O D AY’S GAMES
There are no games tomorrow.

FOOTBALL
Cal Poly.....................................10
Western Illinois.................. 51
(Saturday)
MEN’ S SOCCER
Westmont College .............. 2
Cal Poly.......................................3
(Friday)

C

Doily Asst. Sports Editor
The Cal Poly women’s volleyball
team split its weekend matches against
the teams from Idaho.

Women’s Volleyball

• c:ln\'I U\n\’

S
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Cal Poly...................................... 1
Saint Mary’s College............ 2
(Sunday-OT)

^

W OM EN’S VO L L E Y B A L L

c

Boise State......................... 1
Cal Poly...................................... 3
(Friday 15-11,3-15,15-4,15-10)

Boise State
Cal Poly

1
3

Univ. of Idaho
Cal Poly

3
0

The Mustangs defeated Boise State
(9-12) on Friday night, 3-1, but lost to
the University of Idaho (18-2), on
Saturday night, 3-0.
The split puts the Mustangs 12-10
on the season, 5-5 in Big West competi
tion.
Friday night’s win comes on the
heels of changes the Mustangs have
made in the starting lineup. Middle
blocker Asha Wagner started for the
first time this season, and middle block
er Trisha Jenssen moved from the right
to the left side. The changes worked out
on Friday, but weren’t as successful on
Saturday night.
On Friday, both teams got off to a
slow start. Cal Poly was adjusting to
the changes in the lineup and neither
team was passing or hitting well.
“ I thought it hud some rough edges,
no ifs, ands or huts about that,” .said

head coach Steve Schlick about the
match against Boise State. “We scram
bled in a number of situations. We were
really pleased to win.”
The Mustangs went up 11-4, causing
Boise State to take a timeout. The
Bronco’s talk rejuvenated them, helping
bring the score to 12-7. The teams
began trading sideouts, but continued
miscommunication and bad passing on
Cal Poly’s part let Boise State back into
the match.
With the score at 13-11, outside hit
ter Heather Lee served an ace to take
Cal Poly to match point. A quick set,
and a big kill by middle blocker Kari
DeSoto finished ofT Boise State 15-11.
Game two was a bad dream for the
Mustangs, who were down 7-0 before
you could say Cal Poly. Big kills, little
dinks and good blocking helped Boise
State pull it together and dominate the
game.
Schlick made a number of substitu
tions to try and shake things up, but
Cal Poly continued to mis-hit the ball.
With the score 14-1, a kill by outside
hitter Colleen Moro momentarily kept
the Mustangs alive, but Boise State’s
Cyndi Neece sealed it with a kill to give
the Broncos a 15-3 victory.
Boise State won game two, but lost
one of its best hitters in Robin Phipps,
who exited with a knee injury in the
middle of game two. Boise State was
See ID A H O page 11

WOUT!

University of Idaho................ 3
Cal Poly.......................................0
(S a tu rd a y 15-12,15-4, 15-13)

Utah Sta te ..........................0
Cal Poly.......................................8
(Friday)

Mustangs leave Illinois
with sour taste
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The Cal Poly football team
travled to Illinois this weekend to
take on Western Illinois, except
they left something behind - their
offense and their defense
The Mustangs could muster
only ten points in their 51-10
loss to the Leathernecks.
The loss leaves the Mustangs
at 3-5 on the season and moves
Western lllinos’ record to 7-1
The lone highlight was a 54yard field goal by Cal Poly’s Alan
Beilke in the second quarter. The
kick was the longest in school
history.
Troy Henry’s eight-yard run in
the fourth quarter was the only
touchdown of the afternoon for
fhe Mustangs.
Cal Poly managed 268 total
yards of offense.

Women’s Volleyball
West Division

1

Team

^

Long Beach St
Pacific
UCSB
Cal Poly
Cal St. Fullerton
UC Irvine

Big W est Overall
10-0
9-1
8-2
5-5
4-6
2-8

C A L POLY
SPO R TS H O TLIN E

7 5 6 -SC O R

23-0
16-4
16-6
12-10
14-9
5-18

Outside hitter Collen Moro leaps for the ball while middle blocker
Trisha Jenssen looks on in Friday's 3-1 victory over Boise State.
/ Daily photo by Sean M cNam ara

Cal Poly weathers the
storm fo r a victory
ing towards the Westmont goal.
“Holmes passed it to Martin
Daily Staff Writer
and 1 yelled,'Martin, one touch,
Friday night’s weather not only one touch,’ and he just dinked it
brought howling winds and chill right to me - there it was,” Hill
ing rain to the Cal Poly men’s .soc said.
cer game against the Westmont
The skilled passing of the
Warriors, it brought back the .Mustangs solidified a 2-0 lead at
cohesive offense of the Mustangs.
the half.
As expc'cted, the Warriors
• Men’s Soccer
entered the second half with the
2 attitude and skill that earned
W estm ont
3 them last years N AIA (National
Cal Poly
.Association of Intercollegiate
1 Athletics) title.
Cal Poly
Twenty minutes into the sec
2
Saint Mary’s
ond half. Westmont’s forward,
“ It feels good to win.” said TVler Rice, put the Warriors on the
senior forward Clay Harty.
.scoreboard in hopes to make up a
“I think that was the first time two-point deficit.
all year that we weren't b«‘hind for
However, the Mustangs retali
most of the game.”
ated when forward Seiji Sato
Harty began the Mustangs’ found Holmes open about 25 yards
scoring dinve at the 17:27 mark in away from the Warriors’ goal.
the first half with an unassisted
Holme.s’ shot found the back of
shot that set the tone for the rest
the net putting the Mustangs up
of the game.
3-1 with less than 3 minutes left
“All year I’ve Iwen hitting them
in the game.
over,” Harty said. “ 1 was just so
The Warrior’s last attempt at
relaxed tonight. 1 just kept my
redemption came under the final 2
head down, hit it well and hopt‘d
minutes of the game when mid
that it went in — I guess I hit it
fielder Todd Marcus headed in
perfectly, cau.se it worked out for
Westmont’s .second goal.
the bi'tter.”
Cal Poly’s goalie, Greg Connell,
As if the competition wasn’t
shut down most of the Warriors’
enough for the dueling teams, rain
attempts on goal with a total of 7
interv’ened halfway through the
saves, adding to his impre.ssive 68
first half, turning the game into
saves for the .sea.son.
what appeared to be soccer on a
“ I had a good feeling that we
slip-n’-slide.
were
going to win the game,” said
Entering the final three min
utes of the first half with the Cal Poly assistant coach Glenn
Mustangs up by one, midfielder Fens. “We came out pretty strong
Tony Chowana-Bandhu cros.sed and took a 2-0 lead. I wish we
the ball over the Warriors’ defen.se would have shut them out, but
to Scott Holmes. With the that is just the game of soccer.
Mustangs’ offense on full-press. Things happen.”
Unfortunately^
fans
that
Holmes relayed the ball to mid
fielder Martin Haynes near the attended the match came dres.sed
top of the goal box, who found for the cold, not wet, and looked to
See M E N 'S SO CCER page 11
junior midfielder Danny Hill mov
Brandt Furgerson
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a damper on the game, the
Mustangs were still able to build
Doily Stoff Writer
it out of the back and end the
In front of 425 fans Friday, half with five goals.
“ It was hard to clear the ball
the women’s soccer team secured
a spot in the Big West out of the back with the wind,”
Conference playoffs by beating said freshman Andrea Sievers.
Utah State 8-0, ending confer “So we just kept the ball on the
ground and worked it up that
ence play in fourth place.
way.”
• Women’s Soccer
The second half started off
Utah State
with a goal from midfielder
Megan Lehtonen at the 47:08
Cal Poly
mark. Lehtonen headed a cross
sent
from defender Ix)ri Wagner
A corner kick taken by for
ward Patty Geesman set up mid past Utah State’s goalkeeper,
fielder Amy Earle for a goal at Mackenzie Hyer.
Utah changed goalies mid
the 18:40 mark. The ball ricochet
in the penalty box, and Earle way through the second half. But
charged in and sent the ball to goalie Nicholle Lloyd was unable
to stop shots from Wagner and
the back of the net.
Although the harsh wind put
See BLO W O U T page 11
Jennifer Burk

